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Supporting Statement 

 

Since the incorporation of The Dons Trust and the reformation of AFC Wimbledon in 2002, I have 

been involved in the national football supporter movement. I had already several years of 

experience, campaigning against the franchising of football. From that grew my involvement with 

Supporters’ Trusts. Initially my focus was the growth of my own fan-owned club. Soon I realized that 

there is strength in unity. I regularly spoke on behalf of The Dons Trust and AFC Wimbledon at the 

launches of other trusts. 

 

My role grew when I was elected to the board of Football Supporters’ Federation (FSF). 

Subsequently I represented FSF on the board of Supporters’ Direct. Ultimately both organisations 

coalesced into the Football Supporters’ Association (FSA). As well as serving as network 

representative for Community owned Clubs, I have served on the Board of the FSA. My specific tasks 

have included an oversight of the finances. I am qualified for this through my day job as Finance 

Director of a charity and a qualified Certified Management Accountant. I perform a similar role as an 

internal auditor with Football Supporters of Europe. 

 

Additionally, I bring my experience as a board member of The Dons Trust. As well as supporting the 

on field progress of AFC Wimbledon from the ninth level of the pyramid, to the third level, Football 

League Division One, I have been part of the development of a club which in 2002 had no ground to 

call our own. Since those humble beginnings we purchased Kingsmeadow, now the home of Chelsea 

Ladies, then planned and developed Plough Lane, our new 9,300 capacity home, with plans to 

expand to 20,000. During the course of that work, our Trust has maintained one man, one vote 

democratic control, and raised £millions from Crowdfunding, a bond issue and commercial 

borrowing.   

 

 

  

  



 
COMMUNITY OWNED CLUB NETWORK – ELECTION STATEMENTS 2021 

 
MARTIN CANTRELL (BANBURY UNITED) 

I was a supporter of Enfield FC. Enfield FC lost their ground to local 
authority redevelopment. Enfield as a community lost an asset. I was a 
founder director of Enfield Town FC. One of the first supporter owned 
clubs. We had great help from Supporters Direct and Brian Lomax. We 
started from scratch. Eventually, as a result of hard work by  supporters, we 
achieved a replacement ground and a vibrant club close to the original 
ground  This demonstrated to me both the power of supporter owned 
clubs and the need for clubs to work with other organisations to achieve 
success. 

My wife and I moved to north Oxfordshire 12 years ago. I stood down at 
Enfield Town. I became involved with Banbury United FC. At the time 
Banbury United was struggling. The supporters acquired the club. I was 
elected a director. We were able to capture the enthusiasm of the 
community and bring financial stability. Our next challenge is the 
relocation of the club. I am leading the team on this task. Our ground has 
been acquired for redevelopment. It means again achieving good relations 
with a range of organisations. 

In the network I have advocated the importance of co-operation between 
clubs and, for example, pre-season games between supporter owned 
clubs. I want to encourage the FSA to be more proactive in encouraging 
the ethical procurement of football kit. At both clubs I was vice-chairman 
and initiated their involvement in a range of innovative community 
projects.  I am a retired solicitor. I was previously a lawyer in the 
Government Legal Service.  

 
 

  



NEIL LE MILLIERE 

 

PERSONAL BACKGROUND 

I’m 68, married to Julie, and an Exeter City Supporter living in London. 

I’ve played football/involved in football administration for 55 years. 

 

SUPPORTER INVOLVEMENT BACKGROUND 

I have been/on: Actively involved with Exiled EC Supporters’ Groups since 1984;  

A member of the EC Supporters Club since 1982; 

Administrator of GNet, an Internet Mail Group for Exeter fans since 1999; 

APFSCIL Secretary/Travel Secretary since 2006;  

Attend all home/away ECFC matches and made EFL Supporter of the Year in 2013; 

A founder member of EC Supports Trust served on the Board since 2000; 

Supporters Direct Board Member since 2005; Chair England and Wales Council; Chair Governance 

Sub-Committee; all until subsumed; 

Received Richard Lillicrap Award for Outstanding Services to the Supporters Trust Movement 2018; 

Community Owned Clubs representative to FSA National Council since formation; 

On Trustees Advisory Board of KIO til abolished; 

On FA Compliance Monitoring Group; 

Independent Member on numerous Trust’s EMGs and Chair of many, also responsible for receiving 

nominations/overseeing contested elections; 

Volunteering at ECFC running the FECRACE bar at every home match since 2003. 

 

WHAT I CAN OFFER 

With this involvement, numerous years on my Trust’s Board and SD’s Board, I feel qualified to 

represent supporters’ views/opinions to help specifically with advising the NC on the setting up of 

supporters’ trusts and Club Ownership as well as advising on what is important to supporters at 

clubs and when they travel to matches at other clubs. 

I invite you to vote for me and promise to continue to work towards getting supporters 

views/opinions moved to the top of every agenda. I’ll strive to help those supporters who want to to 

get involved with running/owning of their clubs where possible; and ensuring that clubs are 

community focussed, fully involving those communities in the life of the football club and visa versa. 

 


